
POSITION DESCRIPTION 

 

POSITION:   Maintenance Worker I        REVIEW DATE:  March 2019 

 

INCUMBENT:  
 

DEPARTMENT:   Water Treatment Plant 

 

DIVISION:   Public Works/Water and Wastewater 

 

REPORTS TO:   WTP Superintendent 

 

POSITION PURPOSE: 

 

The primary duties of the Maintenance Worker I are to assist the Operators and Mechanics in any 

maintenance work that needs to be done at the Water Treatment Plant.   

 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 

 

1.  Ability to assist with repairs and maintenance to plant facilities and equipment. (Daily) 

2.  Good observational skills to be able to report all needed repairs and maintenance related 

tasks that may be noted in the course of daily duties.  (Daily) 

3.  Ability to operate mowers, tractors, and weed eaters to maintain the appearance of the plant.  

(Frequent / Seasonal) 

4.  Ability to safely use hand tools and read and understand manuals, drawings, schematics and 

other maintenance related materials. (Daily) 

5.  Good organizational skills to be able to maintain records of all repair and maintenance 

activities, in electronic and hard copy format.  (Daily) 

6.  Ability to operate a wide variety of hand and power tools.  (Daily) 

7.  Ability to work in extreme weather conditions, traverse irregular terrain, drive a City vehicle, 

and work in confined spaces.  (Daily) 

8.  Good communication skills to be able to communicate orally and in writing, including using 

telephone and two-way radio.  (Daily) 

9.  Ability to demonstrate dexterity to handle heavy parts and equipment, some with odd or 

awkward configurations, occasionally lifting in excess of fifty (50) pounds.  (Occasionally) 

10. Ability to safely work at heights from ladders, elevated walkways, and scaffolding.  

(Occasionally) 

11. Must be able to work independently and meet sometime short deadlines.  (Occasionally) 

12. Ability to attend monthly safety meetings and other required training.  (Monthly) 

13. Ability to follow all safety rules and policies for hearing, hand, eye, and fall prevention.  

(Daily) 



14. Demonstrate ability to use and wear personal protective equipment required in hazardous 

environments and emergency situations.  (As Required) 

15. Must possess and maintain a valid Kansas Driver’s License.  Ability to drive City vehicle to 

accomplish tasks.  (Daily) 

 

ESSENTIAL PHYSICAL FUNCTIONS & ENVIRONMENTAL DEMANDS 

In a typical eight hour day: 1-33% 34-66% 67-100% 

 Occasional  Frequent Continuous 

 Exposure Exposure Exposure 

Extreme Environmental Conditions   X   

Excessive noise/vibration   X   

Fumes/Odors   X   

Dust/Dirt   X   

Gasses X     

Chemical agents X     

Mechanical and/or electrical hazards   X   

Sharp tools/instruments   X   

Hot material X     

Fire hazards X     

Cramped quarters X     

Heights X     

Lift/Carry       

Up to 10 lbs.   X   

10-20 lbs.   X   

21-50 lbs. X     

51-100 lbs. X     

Over 100 lbs.  (never) Tandem  Tandem  Tandem  

Pushing / Pulling       

Up to 10 lbs.   X   

10-20 lbs.   X   

21-50 lbs. X     

51-100 lbs. X      

Over 100 lbs.  (never) Tandem  Tandem  Tandem  

Climbing       

Ladder X     

Steps   X   

Other X     

Lower Extremities       

Squatting   X   

Crawling  X    



In a typical eight hour day: 1-33% 34-66% 67-100% 

 Occasional  Frequent Continuous 

 Exposure Exposure Exposure 

Kneeling   X   

Balancing   X   

Bending at waist   X   

Twisting   X   

Foot Movements       

Right     X 

Left     X 

Reaching       

At shoulder level   X   

Above shoulder level   X   

Below shoulder level   X   

Hand / Wrist Motions       

Grasping   X   

Repetitive   X   

Fine Manipulating   X   

Speaking Requirements     X 

Hearing Requirements     X 

Sight requirements       

20 inches or less     X 

20 feet or more     X 

Color Vision   X   

Other       

Sitting X     

Standing     X 

Driving   X   

Walking     X 

Uneven terrain   X   

Personal Protective Equip.   X   

 

NATURE AND SCOPE: 

 

The Maintenance Worker I reports to the Water Treatment Plant Superintendent.   

 

The Public Works Department encompasses four Divisions: Administration, Engineering, Streets 

and Fleet, and Water and Wastewater.  The Water and Wastewater Division includes Water 

Treatment, Wastewater Treatment, Water Distribution and Wastewater Collection/Sewer 

Maintenance, Water Service/Meter Group, Utility Locates, and Environmental Compliance.   

Water Treatment includes a Water Treatment Superintendent, Instrumentation Technician, Water 

Plant Operators, Plant Mechanics, and Maintenance Worker I. 



 

Successful performance of this position is carried out through effective support and assistance to 

the above listed employees.   

 

The incumbent must maintain an effective working relationship with coworkers, other City 

employees, and, on occasion, contractors, plumbers, service technicians, and other parties involved 

in the maintenance and repair activities. 

 

Accuracy and timeliness of performing job duties and documenting those activities are key 

performance measurements for the incumbent.   

 

PRINCIPLE ACCOUNTABILITIES: 

 

1.  Contribute to successful operations by working conscientiously and safely. 

2.  Contribute to the health and safety protection of the City by assisting in the maintenance and 

mechanical integrity of WTP equipment. 

3.  Assist with the maintenance and repair of the Booster Station machinery and equipment. 

4.  Maintain a cordial and effective working relationship with contractors, plumbers, service 

technicians, and coworkers.  

5.  Assist supervisors and other departmental personnel in other projects for the benefit of the 

City and/or the department. 

6.  Follow established safety practices for the benefit of self, coworkers, and the general public. 

7.  Comply with all City Safety Policies, Procedures, and Work Practices. 

8.  Possess and maintain a valid driver’s license. 

9.  Perform other duties as assigned by supervisor. 

 

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE: 

 

Required Education: 

Minimum high school graduate or equivalent required.  

 

 

Required Experience: 

Some experience in maintenance of facilities and mechanical equipment. 

Good computer skills and able to operate Microsoft Word and Excel spreadsheet. 

 

 

Required Skills and Abilities: 

 Ability to communicate clearly and concisely, both orally and in writing. 

 Ability to read and comprehend written material. 

 Ability to listen and apply information and instructions. 



 Ability to deal courteously and effectively with contractors, plumbers, service technicians, and 

other City employees. 

 Ability to comprehend and learn the procedures and practices of preventative maintenance. 

 Ability to understand and interpret plans, shop drawings, repair manuals, schematics, and other 

related maintenance materials. 

 Ability to receive information, make sound decisions, use good judgment, demonstrate 

understanding and convey such to others, plan and coordinating various operational activities 

under pressure. 

 Ability to perform assigned duties and responsibilities by walking, which requires navigating 

by foot to travel to work at various locations, often over irregular terrain, standing or sitting 

for extended periods of time, occasionally lifting objects weighing up to fifty (50) pounds, and 

operating assigned equipment. 

Ability to effectively operate the following machinery and equipment: 

 Desktop Computer Two-way radio 

 Hand tools  Power tools 

 Motor vehicle 

       Other related equipment 

 

SUPERVISION: 

 

Works independently under the general direction of the Plant Superintendent.  Does not 

supervise other employees. 

 

 

 

APPROVED BY: _____________________________________ DATE: _____________ 

   Department Head or Designee 

 

 

APPROVED BY: _____________________________________ DATE: _____________ 

   Department of Human Resources or Designee 

 

 

APPROVED BY: _____________________________________ DATE: _____________ 
   City Manager; or Designee 

 

 

ACCEPTED BY: _____________________________________ DATE: _____________ 
   Incumbent 

 

 


